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Abstract. With the rapid growth of the social Internet, the task of assisting users with the collection of data
on topics of particular interest in an efficient way has become very important. Social networks generate vast
streams of text data with very rich content from many different types of source. Efficient organization and
summarization of the embedded semantics has also become an important issue. In order to achieve this we
have proposed a topic collection and context mining summarization system, we use a topic detection module,
in which terms weighting and domain knowledge leverage is employed to isolate the specific topic or event.
This paper describes how the major data source is used to efficiently and effectively collect information
about specific issues.
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1. Introduction
The dramatic growth of the social Internet has resulted in the generation of a vast stream of rich text data
of many kinds from many different sources. The efficient organization and summarization of data on a
specific topic has become an interesting and important issue.
The monitoring functionality of the proposed system provides real-time and on-line access to the service
platform. All scalable mass social data coming from a social network, forum, news portal, blogosphere,
social account and content are monitored and recorded. A cell phone product is used as an example in the
proposed system to demonstrate topic collection. A chart is provided that allows efficient observation of the
process.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries and related works are reviewed in Section 2.
The primary functionality and academic theory are covered in Section 3. The monitoring dashboard and
operation details are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 is the conclusion.

2. Related Work
Topic modeling has been popularly used for data analysis in several domains that include topic discovery,
document classification, citation analysis, and social network analysis. Topic models, such as Probabilistic
Latent Semantic Indexing [7] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation [2] have shown impressive empirical success
in revealing hidden structure in documents and in related applications like document classification and
collaborative filtering. Based on the above models, a set of variants and extensions [1][5][9] have been
proposed to further address document modeling problems in diﬀerent scenarios.
There have been several regularized topic models proposed to incorporate auxiliary knowledge as a
constraint in the topic model learning process and to show the resulting benefits. For example, Cai et al.
proposed two topic models, Laplacian pLSI [3] and Locally-consistent Topic Modeling [4], which
incorporate manifold structure information as a constraint in the PLSI model to smooth the probability
density functions. Similarly, Mei et al. [8] regularized the statistical topic model PLSI with an harmonic
regularizer based on the structure of a graph of the data. In [6], Guo et al. introduced a weakly supervised
topic model, i.e. WS-LDA, by incorporating human labels as a soft constraint into the LDA model to
supervise the topic alignment.
Even within communities with very similar interests, there are many different topics of discussion. In
order to extract these subjects, cluster-like methods [11][13] are proposed to explore interesting subjects.
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Topic-based events may have high impact on articles in the blogosphere. However, it is impossible to view
all the topics because of their vast size. By using the technique of topic detection and tracking (TDT) [10]
[12], the related stories can be identified within a media stream.

3. Topic Detection Mechanism
In a forum style website, the format used to publish an article is usually fixed. The collected forum data
includes unchanged elements such as title, content, reply, author and time. However, here we focus on topic
detection and its theoretical practice. The author and time are not relevant in this case. We use the basic
element of article as a analysis feature to merge the topic as shown in Figure 1. We calculate the terms
intensity and refer to the domain knowledge which is pre-processed by domain experts as shown in formula
1 to find the relevant topics in an accurate and efficiency way.

Fig. 1. Bilingual Sentiment Opinion Analysis

The Score (M) decides the topics to be merged and should between 0.7 and 0.8, as shown in Table 1.
However, the Score (M) can be adjusted for different cases. In our experiment, the relationships between the
terms are highly intensive, so 0.7 to 0.8 shows the best case for aggregation of relevant topics. The Score
(Title), Score (Content) and Score (Reply) show the accumulated scores which stand for the terms appearing
in the title, content or reply in the article and refer to domain knowledge. The weighting variable α, β and
γare used to reconcile the importance within title, content and reply and the weighting variable sum is 1.
(1)
In order to explore the hidden issues in the topics, we use the semiautomatic TF-IDF to generate the
importance issue. This semi automation means it is necessary for some keywords to be identified no matter
what TF-IDF score they have.
TABLE 1: Experiment of Merged Threshold

4. Monitoring Dashboard
Figure 2 is a partial screenshot from the proposed system and shows “Popular Threads” and “Latest
Threads“. The popular threads include the high reply frequency threads accumulated within 3 days. Some old
threads already have lots of replies and few recent ones. We designed this protocol to avoid this phenomenon.
The latest thread uses the same method to present the latest reply within 3 days. As can be seen the topic is
cell phones. We collected data from more than 100 popular websites and parsed their common collection into
a uniform style and sorted them by reply count. This step makes it easy for the user to see the relevant
importance of the entire issue in a single frame.
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Fig. 2. Article collection – Example uses posts about a cell phone product

We list the trends for the specific product which depends on the discussed volume in different
professional forums. As can be seen, the rising line shows the product is becoming popular. In Figure 3, the
cell phone ‘One X’ has become more popular than the others. From the news, we know this cell phone is an
upcoming market release and has become a topical subject.

Fig. 3. Trend of Project – Example uses posts about a cell phone product

Beyond the products, some details are discussed with product as a topic and TF-IDF is used with a fixed
keyword to extract the important issue. These issues are coordinated with a time slice and generated
dynamically. This highlights the most discussed issues about the product. In Figure 4, the X-axis represents
the different issue distribution in chronological order and the Y-axis represents the accumulated replies for
each day. In this case, ICS (Ice Cream Sandwich, an Android software version) has become the issue of most
concern to people.
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Fig. 4. Trend of Issue – The example uses cell phone issues

The proposed system supports a training mode for different projects to help users with their specific
domain knowledge. A user can easily tag an important keyword to a customized category. This is an
advantage when using different domain sources and one need not worry about data anomaly. The training
facility is automatically enabled if the tagging word arrives within the training standard.
Figure 5 shows the first post of a thread with the analysed information of the entire topic, including the
source, category, sentiment analysis and topic thread authors. As can be seen three training modes are
provided: Category, Sentiment and Same Problem. In this paper, we only discuss the category training mode.
The topic may be classified into different issues, so the system initially provides a classified issue in the
category. The system also provides a self-training mechanism to adjust for miss classification.

Fig. 5. Self training – Detail issue classification

5. Conclusions
In this high speed, high volume information era with its vast array of different types of information, it is
not possible to provide Big Data Analytics for all the small and medium-sized enterprises, government or
task-force oriented bodies. Here we include: food-safety related issues, the unexpected appearance of
diseases or Government campaign issues, enterprise issues of all kinds and even elections. The proposed
system introduces an easy way to access and monitor any topic or issue. Technologically, the system offers
the benefits of correct and real-time access and monitoring that can not only be shown at any time but also
provides the details of issues within the topics.
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